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SUMMARY

Since the first round of legislative elections in May 2000, whose results—which strongly

favoured the Famni Lavalas party—were contested by the political opposition and foreign

observers mandated by the Organization of American States (OAS), Haiti has been bogged down

in an institutional crisis, with no end in sight.  President René Préval’s decision to continue with

the second round of elections despite the boycott announced by Convergence démocratique, a

coalition of some fifteen opposition parties, and the resignation of the President of the Provisional

Electoral Council (CEP), responsible for supervising the electoral process, led to Famni Lavalas

gaining absolute control over the Parliament and the election of Jean-Bertrand Aristide as Head

of State in November of the same year. Since then, a large portion of Haitian society has been

contesting the legitimacy of the governing power and is calling for new elections. In 2002, the

Permanent Council of the OAS adopted resolutions 806 and 822, which called for the formation

of a new Provisional Electoral Council and the holding of free and transparent elections in 2003,

but the political actors were unable to come to an agreement and the situation remains, to all

practical purposes, at an impasse.

This institutional inertia in no way reflects the reality on the ground, where the situation is rapidly

evolving. Anti-government demonstrations have been regular occurrences in the country’s largest

cities since November 2002, but are systematically disrupted by partisans of the party in power.

These partisans organize counter-demonstrations in the same places as their adversaries and

accost them, often provoking violent outbursts.

Groups of Famni Lavalas partisans, some of which are actually armed criminal gangs, act without

intervention from the Haitian national police force (PNH) to stop them from committing these

abuses, in direct contradiction with its mandate of ensuring the public’s safety. In fact, in several

districts of the capital and in other regions of the country, the pro-Lavalas militias have even

replaced the PNH which, with approximately 7000 officers, does not have the means to ensure

order in the country. Where they operate, militias are the law and control drug trafficking, which

is now so extensive that Haiti has become one of the main hubs for illicit substances destined for

the North American market.
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Freedom of the press is increasingly threatened in Haiti and to date the judicial system has been

unable to establish responsibility for the most serious violations of rights committed against

journalists. Investigations undertaken following the assassinations in 2000 and 2001 of the

journalists Jean Dominique and Brignol Lindor, which Haitian civil society and the international

community had repeatedly called for, made absolutely no progress. The prevailing climate of

impunity encourages those responsible for the intimidation and abuse, and they continue to act

ruthlessly.  Regularly, and as recently as December 2003, several radio stations had to

temporarily cease their activities because of the threats they received.

While the civil and political rights of the Haitian people are seriously threatened by a party in

power that refuses to accept any responsibility for the current impasse, economic, social and

cultural rights are also in a disastrous predicament. The right to education and the right to health

are only abstract concepts for the vast majority of Haitians, who do not have the means to go to

private clinics and schools. In these sectors, as in several others, private enterprise has filled the

space left vacant by a State that, mainly because of the corruption and negligence of its leaders,

does not have the resources necessary to provide for the most elementary needs of its population.

To date, Mr. Aristide does not give the impression of wanting to make concessions and to

negotiate with his opponents. His intransigence, despite the intensification of demonstrations

demanding his resignation, has damaged, perhaps irreversibly, his party’s cohesion. Already, in

mid-December 2003, the ministers of tourism, education and the environment had submitted their

resignations to protest against the violent repression of peaceful rallies of opponents by the forces

of order.

Currently, the OAS is the international institution that has made the most sustained effort to assist

Haitians in resolving the current impasse. It set up a Special Technical Assistance Mission that

since April 2002 has been attempting to help the Haitian government create conditions conducive

to holding a transparent election. However, to date, the member countries of the OAS have not

given this mission the resources it needs to carry out what has been asked of it. Financial

constraints are severely handicapping the Special Mission, which cannot often undertake large-

scale initiatives, out of fear of not being able to complete them.
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The situation has caused the public to become frustrated, because it has difficulty in seeing how

the presence of the Special Mission has served to advance long-promised democratic reforms.

However, given the rapid degradation of the situation in the country since the beginning of

December 2003, the member countries have reaffirmed their support to the Special Mission and

have committed themselves to finding additional resources to enable it to effectively fulfill its

role.

Corruption, which is present up to the highest levels of power, has caused several donors to

suspend their support to the Haitian government. While the United States and the European

Union have followed this route, Canada has chosen to maintain its bilateral aid to Haiti despite

the current situation, while encouraging the reinforcement of civil society organizations

representing women, journalists and other key sectors.

If the international community cannot stand in for the Haitian people and impose a solution to the

crisis, it must support the efforts geared toward putting the country on the path of real

democratization. Simply increasing the financial resources at the disposal of institutions such as

the police and the courts will not solve all the problems they are confronted with. However, it is

very true that the glaring lack of material resources cripples the work of civil servants and

contributes to the discouragement of those public sector employees who have a real sense of

public service. It would be timely to implement control mechanisms that donor countries would

have confidence in and which would ensure that the aid is actually delivered to the beneficiaries

it was intended for.

The polarization that characterizes the Haitian political scene has not prevented civil society from

proposing popular alternatives to the irreconcilable positions of political groups. The group of

184, which is comprised of representatives of the various sectors of civil society, is promoting a

new model of governance in the form of a social contract. The initiative of the citizens’ forum for

reform of criminal justice follows the same logic. It aims to open a dialogue among various

sectors of civil society around the theme of criminal reform in order to develop a model that is

closer to the collective aspirations of the public.

To face up to the current extraordinary difficulties, civil society has no other choice but to unite.

It must do so in Haiti itself, by forming networks, as women’s groups have done since 2002 with
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the Coordination nationale de plaidoirie pour les droits des femmes (national coalition for

women’s rights), to pressure the parliament into repealing or amending laws that deny the

principle of gender equality. Today, the urgency of the situation calls for us to push this logic

further and to set up new partnerships regionally.

Recommendations

In light of the foregoing, Rights & Democracy recommends that the government of Canada

 Insist that the government of Haiti fulfill its obligations under OAS Permanent Council

resolutions 806 and 822, without delay, and in particular that it:

• dismantle and disarm all irregular forces operating in Haiti;

• identify, try and punish the perpetrators of politically motivated crimes against

human rights advocates and journalists;

• respect the political neutrality of the Haitian national police force and the legal

system, and allow them to perform their duties without interference.

 Encourage the government of Haiti to fulfill its international obligations in terms of

respect for and promotion of human rights.

 Modify its policy on cooperation in Haiti as required to provide more substantial support

for efforts aimed at resolving the crisis and more specifically, that it

• ensure that the Canadian justice support program helps resolve ongoing

investigations into politically motivated crimes;

• promote and support the implementation of civic education programs designed to

instil a culture of peace and peaceful resolution of conflict;

• invite international donor bodies to coordination meetings to enhance the

combined impact of aid to Haiti, in close cooperation with the Haitian

government.



INTRODUCTION

Hindered by endemic poverty and political conflicts with outcomes no one ventures to

predict—not even experts with years of experience in this area—Haiti is very far today from the

hopes for democracy brought about by the return of the constitutional order in 1994.

Troubled by the enduring crisis in Haiti, Rights & Democracy seeks to make a contribution to its

resolution.  With full respect for the sovereignty of the Haitian state, we wish to suggest to the

Government of Canada several approaches to intervention that may help various sectors of

Haitian society resolve the ongoing difficulties and find solutions. Our recommendations, which

are summarized at the end of this report, are based on the observations of Rights & Democracy

representatives who visited Haiti in September, 2003, and met with numerous Haitian and foreign

human rights workers.

This report addresses the contemporary issues relating to democratic development and one of its

principle components - the full respect for human rights.1  This report, though by no means

exhaustive, employs an analytical framework developed by Rights & Democracy for the purpose

of producing a diagnosis of any given society’s level of democratic development.  The

framework includes several criteria that reflect a holistic approach to this concept:

[For Rights & Democracy,] democracy is seen as encompassing both the normative, or institutional

aspects of governance, as well as the social praxis or exercise of effective citizen participation in

determining the priorities and orientation of public policy. Development is seen as a political process of

decision-making by both State and civil society actors leading to the effective mobilisation of economic,

social and cultural resources for a just process of socially negotiated creation and distribution of wealth

and power that attempts to respect the entire family of human rights.2

As we develop proposals to further the aims of authentic democratization, we must bear in mind

the structural nature of the Haitian crisis.  Although we will limit this report to events that have

                                                  

1 The level of respect for rights as seen not only from the standpoint of their official recognition and promotion by
the state (as in laws and government policies) but also, and much more pragmatically, in terms of the real
opportunities offered to citizens to exercise them.
2 See Nancy Thede, The Democratic Development Exercise: Terms of Reference and Analytical Framework, Rights
& Democracy, 1996.
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occurred since 2000 for the brevity’s sake, one must remember that these recent developments

are part of a much longer continuum and that the current stumbling blocks to the democratic

transition are meaningful only when viewed from a historical perspective.

In Section One of this report, we will demonstrate that the crisis in Haiti is first and foremost one

of governance.  Its principal feature is the degeneration of public institutions, which has its roots

in a tumultuous history.  Rather than attempting to make the institutions functional and accessible

to the population, the country’s leaders have taken control of them and used them as a bulwark

for their own power.  Even if there was the political will to dedicate these institutions to public

service, the resources necessary for fulfilling their mandates would have to be located.

Unfortunately, these institutions are plagued by chronic under-funding and lack even the most

basic infrastructure and equipment.  It is here that we see the important nexus between Haiti’s

institutional crisis and its socio-economic crisis.

Haiti’s citizens have lost faith in their political institutions; they no longer believe that they serve

the common good or that they can be reformed to do so.  Obviously, the level of poverty in Haiti

is such that any government would be hard-pressed to meet its citizens’ expectations. However,

this alone cannot account for current government’s many curtailments of human rights.

In Section Two, we consider the international community’s role vis-à-vis this deepening

institutional crisis.  We analyze the role played by the international organizations working in

Haiti, as well as the strategy adopted by international donor agencies for taking on the many

challenges they face.

Finally, in Section Three, we address the role of civil society in promoting the rule of law in

Haiti. Civil society only started to make its voice heard in the 1980s and is thus still relatively

young. Nonetheless, it has been courageous in denouncing the abuses committed by the regimes

that followed in the wake of the Duvaliers.  Haitian grassroots organizations have not always

managed to join forces in the past.  However, the gravity of the current situation has seen several

Haitian NGOs put forward innovative, resolutely populist proposals for change without

abandoning their capacity to criticize government action or inaction.



1. HAITI ON THE EVE OF ITS BICENTENNIAL: AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE

In 2004, Haiti celebrates the bicentennial of its independence.  This, as history records, was

acquired after a long, bitter struggle between emancipated slaves and their French masters who

stubbornly refused to relinquish a bountiful land.  Today, Haiti’s riches are a distant memory and

it has long ceased to figure among the priorities of the great powers.  As the official festivities get

underway, we must ask:  what has become of the “Pearl of the Antilles”?

1.1 Political Polarization

All the Haitian political actors invoke the electoral impasse in justification of their actions or

inertia, as the case may be, and thus it remains one of the most important dimensions of the crisis

of governance.  To set our discussion in context, it is important to review the background to the

current situation.

In 2000, legislative and territorial elections (May and July) and presidential elections (November)

were held in Haiti.  At stake in the former were 19 senatorial and 83 parliamentary seats as well

as several hundred municipal and communal ones.  The elections took place under the

supervision of a provisional electoral council (CEP) and international observers, including some

100 representatives of the Organization of American States (OAS). At issue, then, was control of

Parliament, which had ground to a halt after the houses were dissolved on January 11, 1999, by

President René Préval.  Squaring off in the electoral arena were the Fanmi Lavalas party—to

which Mr. Préval belonged—and the Convergence Démocratique, a coalition of fifteen political

parties including the OPL.3

Though there had been several acts of intimidation by the authorities during the campaign period,

the first round of legislative polling took place in an atmosphere of relative calm on May 21,

2000. But on May 24th, the OAS observer mission noted a series of irregularities and denounced a
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wave of arrests of Convergence Démocratique activists.  On June 2nd, the mission announced that

the CEP had erred in counting the vote.  There was no way to remedy this defect to the

satisfaction of all parties because, as the mission noted, disruptive elements had stolen a number

of ballot boxes on voting day, making a recount impossible.

The crisis took a new turn when, on June 18th, CEP president Léon Manus went into exile.  He

maintained that he had received threats after refusing to ratify the results of the first round, in

which Fanmi Lavalas won 15 senatorial and 26 parliamentary seats.  On June 20, the OAS

Secretary-General, César Gaviria, also denounced the polling irregularities and stated that OAS

would not send a new observer mission for the second round slated for July 9th. In addition, the

Convergence Démocratique announced a boycott of the elections, but President Préval opted to

proceed nonetheless.  On August 16, 2000, the executive published the final results of the

legislative elections, giving Fanmi Lavalas absolute control over Parliament with 18 of 19 vacant

senatorial seats and 72 of 83 parliamentary seats.

Fanmi Lavalas’s ongoing isolation on the international scene derives in large part from its

decision to proceed with the election despite accusations of bias against the CEP.  The European

Union condemned the second round of legislative elections even before the results were

announced, while the United States and the United Nations denied financial and technical aid to

the presidential election process.

Nonetheless, on the strength of this pyrrhic victory, Jean-Bertrand Aristide chose to run as a

Fanmi Lavalas candidate in the presidential elections of November 26th.  Though the withdrawal

of the strongest opposition candidates made his victory a foregone conclusion, he would bear it as

a cross, so tarnished had Fanmi Lavalas’ legitimacy become as a result of the legislative fiasco.

Since this unfortunate episode, there has been no functional and independent entity in charge of

supervising the electoral process.  The international community, through the action of the OAS,

has demanded that the situation be remedied in order to rid the country of the impression of fraud

                                                                                                                                                                    

3 Organisation du Peuple en Lutte was born from the schism of the Organisation Politique Lavalas caused by the
departure of Jean-Bertrand Aristide and his supporters, who founded Fanmi Lavalas. It is now one of the main
components of the Convergence.
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that considerably reduces its room to manoeuvre internationally.  Thus, on September 4, 2002,

the OAS Permanent Council passed Resolution 822 calling on the authorities to establish a new,

neutral and independent CEP with representation from the major political stakeholders and civil

society sectors (church, business, legal, human rights NGOs) and to hold new elections as soon as

circumstances permit.4

It set a timetable in which the CEP would be established by November, 2002, so that elections

could be held during the first half of 2003. The government appointed a new CEP representative,

but several entities for which seats were reserved refused to participate on the grounds that a fair

ballot would be inconceivable as long as Mr. Aristide remained in power and a climate of

insecurity prevailed.

The opposition deputies and senators elected during the first round in 2000 have declined to sit in

Parliament so as not to given the impression of endorsing the results of a ballot they considered

illegitimate.  As a result, Fanmi Lavalas has monopolized the public institutional space. The

opposition parties have opted to mobilize their supporters through public demonstrations but, as

we shall see below, this means of expression has been denied to them, causing outbreaks of

violence.

Surprisingly, the Convergence Démocratique, united by its members’ distrust of Mr. Aristide, has

been unable to capitalize on popular discontent and position itself as a credible alternative.

Although it counts numerous intellectuals capable of articulating a coherent political platform

amongst its ranks, it has not succeeded to come up with convincing proposals.  Its bellicose

attitude lends credence to the idea that its showdown with Fanmi Lavalas is inflamed by

tenacious personal rivalries more than irreconcilable ideological differences.

Far from waning, the electoral crisis has worsened.  In mid-November, 2002, tens of thousands of

Haitians took to the streets in protest against the Aristide government’s authoritarian tendencies.

In Port-au-Prince, students demanded early elections.  In Cap-Haïtien on November 17, 2002,

some 10,000 demonstrators called for Mr. Aristide’s resignation.  The authorities used, and

                                                  

4 OAS/Ser. G, CP/RES 822 (1331/02) (4 September 2002). In the second part of this report, we shall elaborate on the
follow-up given by the OAS to the electoral crisis, in particular through the creation of a special mission.
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continue to use, what are essentially militant partisan groupings—the so-called “popular

organizations” (OP)—to fend off these demonstrators. Louis Joinet, Independent Expert for the

United Nations Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR), stated [translation]:

The popular organizations have gradually come to be used for partisan political purposes, particularly

during violent street demonstrations designed to neutralize the opposition, or even to exclude renegade

individuals from their own camp, such that they have strayed from their original purpose to become quasi-

state groups, many of them armed; they are a source of violence, more than democracy, that is

increasingly beyond the control of the central government. 5 [emphasis added]

Demonstrations of varying size continued after November, 2002, and are still occurring today.

Protests have proliferated since early December, 2003, once again under the impulse of the

students. On December 5, during what has come to be known as “Black Friday,”6 armed pro-

government groups entered the campus of the Université d’État d’Haïti (UEH) and provoked

students hostile to Mr. Aristide.  The ensuing outbreak of violence and destruction caused

numerous serious injuries, the rector and his assistant among the injured.  Such skirmishes should

be expected to recur and intensify as long as public resentment towards the reigning Fanmi

Lavalas autocracy endures and the protagonists remain inflexible.

1.1.1 The Group of 184

Representatives of various sectors of civil society have formed a group known as the “Group of

184” in an effort to create a space for mediation between the political formations.  Announcing

their dismay at the irresponsible discourse emanating from both sides of the political spectrum,

the members of this group agreed on a “new social contract” based on certain general principles.

The Group of 184 does not have a platform as such, but shares a certain number of concerns

                                                  

5 United Nations, Economic and Social Council, Commission on Human Rights, Advisory Services and Technical
Cooperation in the Field of Human Rights: Situation of Human Rights in Haiti, E/CN.4/2003/116, par. 59
(hereinafter, the “Joinet Report”).
6 The phrase was used by Luigi Enaudi, Assistant Secretary-General of the OAS, during his speech to the Permanent
Council on 17 December 2003 on recent events in Haiti; see www.oashaiti.org/discours17decembre.htm. In his
speech, Mr. Enaudi clearly explained that the members of the pro-Aristide popular organizations belonged to armed
groups and pointed out the passivity of the police, who failed in their obligation to protect the population and public
property.
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expressed by citizens and is calling on civil society to debate them.  In this sense, the social

contract may be likened to a model of governance and may prove to be a highly useful instrument

for public discussion.  The group sets out seven essential prior conditions to any new electoral

initiative, including guarantees for freedom of expression and the disarming of criminal bands.

In essence, it outlines a social contract whose details must be fleshed out.  The Group undertook

to disseminate these proposals throughout the country by visiting the various local religious

authorities and making symbolic presentations to them.7

Although some Group of 184 members are associated with the political opposition, the

movement as a whole is perceived as being separate from it.  Nevertheless the party in power,

after rejecting the group’s legitimacy, dispatched militants to its public assemblies, provoking

inevitable outbreaks of violence.  This occurred notably in Mr. Aristide’s traditional stronghold

of Cité-Soleil where, on July 12, 2003, delegates from the Group of 184 were accosted by pro-

government individuals and pelted with rocks.

It is too early to say whether a citizen movement such as this one could catalyze the changes need

for Haiti to break the impasse, but its very existence demonstrates that civil society is attempting

to find solutions.  While a partisan standoff remains within the political structures and the

electorate is paralysed by broken alliances and defections—common occurrences in the Haitian

political landscape—civil society organizations can help to refocus the public debate around

issues relevant to its citizens. They are not trying to supplant the political parties but, rather, to

create discussion forums in which the public interest can be restored as a central concern.

1.2 The Authoritarian Shift of an Embattled Regime

At the beginning of his political career, Mr. Aristide embodied the struggle of the common

people against a repressive regime.  Today he is compared by many to the worst autocrats in

Haiti’s history.  In addition to controlling the legislative branch, recent events clearly show that

                                                  

7 See the document “Why a New Social Contract?” on the website of the Group of 184: www.group184.org.
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Aristide has succumbed to the temptation to use the judicial and police apparatus to muzzle

dissent.

As we have discussed, the political crisis in Haiti affects all public institutions and, though it

crystallized around the elections of 2000, much predates those events.  It would be more accurate

to say that power in Haiti has always been extremely personalized; concepts such as the

separation of powers have little resonance in the routine management of public affairs.

Throughout the long years of the Duvalier dictatorship, the concentration of power was such that

the public institutions had practically no role other than to ratify and implement the Head of

State’s decisions.  Today, as in the past, Parliament is completely marginalized by an executive

branch that has appropriated all prerogatives for itself, resolving disputes without regard to the

division of powers enshrined in the Constitution. The politicization of the National Police Force

(PNH) and the disarray of the judicial system are striking illustrations of this reality.

1.2.1 Growing Politicization of the PNH

Shortly after Mr. Aristide’s return from exile in 1994, the decision was made to dismantle the

Haitian Armed Forces (FAH), whose neutrality had been compromised during the coup d’état of

1991.  With significant contributions from Canada, France and the United States in the area of

implementation and training, the FAH was replaced by the PNH, purportedly a professional and

apolitical body.  But today this force is undergoing a dangerous partisan shift, a phenomenon that

may be ascribed to several factors.

First, despite the substantial foreign aid it received, the PNH remains poorly equipped to confront

the numerous challenges to public order that it faces.  It is plagued by shortages of everything

from vehicles to office supplies.  It comprises at most 7,000 officers, the large majority of them

concentrated in the urban centres, for a total population of some 8 million. This leaves the rural

areas unpoliced for all intents and purposes.

Second, numerous events in recent years suggest that the PNH does not protect the population but

is manipulated by the governing authorities to serve their interests.  The notorious incidents of

December 17, 2001 illustrate the executive’s partisan use of the police.  That day, about 20 armed
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men wearing FAH uniforms burst into the Palais National and destroyed several offices without

the security staff putting up any resistance.  In the ensuing fighting, two civilians, two police

officers and one assailant were killed.  Later that day, Fanmi Lavalas supporters reacted brutally

by erecting roadblocks in Port-au-Prince and by sending groups of OP-affiliated youth into

neighbourhoods where they sacked businesses and homes belonging to prominent opposition

figures.  The offices of the Convergence Démocratique and several of its members were torched,

as were the offices of NGOs such as the Centre for Social and Economic Research (CRESFED).

Similar acts of violence occurred in other cities, but nowhere did the PNH make any effort to stop

them.

The party in power, Fanmi Lavalas, called the events an attempted putsch, but a subsequent

three-month OAS investigation did not corroborate this interpretation.  Quite the contrary, it

established that certain PNH elements had been involved in planning the attack and that

government vehicles had been used in the subsequent violence.8  The OAS report expressed the

hope that the perpetrators would be indicted and that the government would make reparations to

the victims.

The partiality of the PNH is reflected by its differential response to the demonstrations of

November, 2002, versus subsequent demonstrations.  Those that are hostile to the government are

severely repressed even if peaceful, while those in support of the party in power are ignored even

when they turn violent.9

To these criticisms of the growing politicization of the PNH may be added accusations of

corruption and influence-peddling at the highest echelons of its administration.10  On June 26,

2003, just two weeks after taking office as PNH director, Jean-Robert Faveur resigned, citing

                                                  

8 “The political opposition did not participate in the planning or in the execution of the attack on the National
Palace,” which “could not have taken place without the complicity of some police officers from different units.”
Report of the Commission of Inquiry Into the Events of December 17, 2001, in Haiti, OAS/Ser.G-CP/INF.4702/02, 1
July 2002, chap. III, sec. A, paragraphs 3 and 5.
9 In the second report of the Secretary-General to the Permanent Council of the OAS on the implementation of
Resolution 822 for the period between 4 November 2002 and 4 January 2003, it is clearly stated that in the
demonstrations in Port-au-Prince on November 20 and Gonaïves on November 22, the PNH failed to fulfil its
obligations: see OAS/Ser. G/CP/Doc. 3683/03 (22 January 2003).
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undue pressure by the executive branch to endorse nominations he considered unjustified.  The

appointment of Mr. Faveur, whose professionalism and extensive knowledge of police affairs

were well known, had been strongly recommended by the international community. More than

once, officers found guilty of favouritism or drug trafficking have been reintegrated into the force

after a period of censure.  Finally, the PNH is weakened and its credibility undermined by the fact

that its directors have come and gone at breakneck speed.11

1.2.2 A Troubling Return to Paramilitarism

The return of paramilitarism is thought by many to coincide with Mr. Aristide’s announcement,

on June 28, 2001, of a policy of “zero-tolerance” on crime.  This speech was interpreted by some

observers as a thinly veiled call for summary justice and settling of scores.12  Today, armed

civilian commandos linked to police stations and other state structures such as the Ministry of the

Interior, operating under the name of “special brigades,” are apparently responsible for most of

the human rights violations attributed to the security forces.13

These pro-government militias also engage in blackmail, threatening to withdraw their support if

the government does not acquiesce to their demands for control of illicit markets. Since these

gangs may have competing interests, their struggle for influence sometimes leads to street

fighting.  Rival gangs have, for instance, fought for control of the public markets in Port-au-

Prince.  As usual, it is the civilian population who pay the cost of this strife, particularly the

women who are the majority of Haiti’s merchants.  Several women have seen their stalls burned

                                                                                                                                                                    

10 On the corruption in the PNH, see the report of 26 November 2002 by the Permanent Council of the OAS on the
implementation of Resolution 822 (first report), p. 5.
11 Mr. Faveur’s predecessor, Jean-Claude Jean-Baptiste, spent only two and a half months at the head of the PNH.
12 NCHR, “Élections de l’année 2000: conséquences et impacts sur le processus de démocratisation et sur la lutte
pour l’établissement d’un État de droit,” December 2002, p. 27; IACHR, Office of the Special Rapporteur for
Freedom of Expression, Report on the Situation of Freedom of Thought and Expression in Haiti,
OAS/Ser.L/V/II.117 doc. 48, 23 July 2003, par. 66.
13 The terms “attachés,” “pro-government militias,” “chimères” and “special brigades” are used indiscriminately to
designate these illegal, government-allied armed elements. In August 2003, the NCHR published a report on the
resurgence of the “attaché” phenomenon whose conclusions were immediately denied by the government. See
NCHR, “The Return in Full-Force of the Attaché Phenomenon: NCHR Cries Out,” at www.nchrhaiti.org, August
2003.
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down and their goods looted, while others have been sexually assaulted.  On 2 November 2001,

clashes between rival gangs in the Saline district ended with several persons dead and more than

1,500 homes burnt to the ground.  In Cité-Soleil, similar inter-gang rivalry was the cause of

several murders and rapes in early 2002.14

Most of Haiti’s territory is a de facto lawless zone. In the slums of Port-au-Prince, criminal gangs

have essentially supplanted the state, which has long ceased to offer services to the residents of

these disadvantaged neighbourhoods.  The gangs are in complete control and the police does

nothing to interfere with them.  Elsewhere, e.g., on the Central Plateau, the police are largely

absent; movements of armed men said to be former FAH members have been reported regularly

this year.15  The fact that the 8,000 FAH men demobilized in 1995 were authorized to keep their

weapons has allowed many of them, allegedly, to be involved in gang-related activity today.  It is

a considerable hindrance to the flow of goods and people in this region; ultimately, it could pose

a more fundamental problem of public security if these groups are exploited by political factions

to foment instability.

Regardless of the reasons for the rise of paramilitarism, the pull exerted by these illegal armed

groups on disadvantaged youth should not be underestimated.  The militias are regarded as a

means of escaping from destitution.  Moreover, since the powers that be use these groups for

their own purposes, they are unable to curtail the growth of organized crime.  Yet the success of

the democratic transition fundamentally depends on concentrating the existing weapons among

legitimate security forces and trying any offences committed by these parallel forces.  Although

Mr. Aristide has publicly committed to a disarmament campaign, the Inter-American

Commission on Human Rights (IACHR), in its 2002 annual report, exhorted the Haitian

government to go further, observing that this campaign has had only very limited success.16

                                                  

14 Joinet report, par. 30.
15 On this subject, see: NCHR, Human Rights Situation Report: February & March 2003, at www.nchrhaiti.org.
16 IACHR, 2002 annual report, par. 37; see www.cidh.oas.org.
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1.2.3 Freedom of Expression under Fire

Courageous voices have spoken up to denounce the arbitrariness and oppression under which

Haitians live, but too often they pay for their courage with their lives.  Freedom of expression and

freedom of the press is under constant attack in Haiti, as can be seen from the numerous attacks

against journalists.  In 2002, some thirty journalists received threats or attacks and several others

chose exile after receiving death threats.17  In May, 2002, the organization Reporters Without

Borders added Mr. Aristide to its list of “predators of press freedom.”

The murder of journalist Jean Dominique in April, 2000, sent a shock wave through the human

rights and independent media community.  Among public personalities in Haiti, Mr. Dominique’s

integrity was considered unimpeachable. In the same vein, on December 3, 2001, Brignol Lindor,

a reporter with Radio Echo 2000, was hacked to death by a machete-wielding crowd purportedly

composed of Fanmi Lavalas supporters irritated by the journalist’s criticism of Mr. Aristide.

Warrants for the arrest of a dozen individuals have been issued in connection with this

assassination, all of whom remain at large.  On December 25, 2002, Mr. Dominique’s widow, the

journalist Michèle Montas, was also attacked.  She escaped death but her bodyguard was killed.

All indications are that the perpetrators of this ambush sought to impede the investigation into

Mr. Dominique’s murder.

It might be suggested that the situation is not as critical as at the time of the coup d’état

(1991–94) and that, at least in principle, people are free to say and write what they want.  It is

undeniable, however, that the fear of reprisal leads to self-censorship.  In the wake of incidents at

the UEH on December 5, 2003, several radio stations, including Radio Solidarité and Radio

Kiskeya, preventively interrupted their programming claiming they had received threats.

Upstream of this phenomenon, the government’s control of the visual and certain print media

significantly hinders the dissemination of independent points of view.18

                                                  

17 Jean-Michel Caroit, Le Monde, “En Haïti, la presse indépendante est harcelée,” 10 October 2003.
18 In addition to the public station, the government wholly owns a private station (Radio-Télé Ti-Moun) and holds a
60% interest in another (Télé-Max). As to the print media, which is francophone and therefore indecipherable to the
vast majority of the population, the weekly Haïti-Progrès is pro-government while Haïti-Observateur is considered
somewhat hostile to Lavalas. The daily Le Nouvelliste and the weekly Haïti en marche are more balanced.
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The OAS Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression took part in two in situ IACHR visits in

May and August, 2002.  His subsequent report is extremely revealing as to the risks run by

journalists in Haiti:

The acts of harassment and threats directed against journalists are indicative of an atmosphere of

intimidation and intolerance for the exercise of journalism in Haiti. The intimidation leads to self-

censorship on the part of social communicators not only because of the assassination of a journalist, but

also due to the subsequent acts of the Haitian State, as it has failed in its international responsibility to

identify, prosecute, and punish the persons responsible for such crimes.19

In parallel with the repeated attacks on freedom of the press and expression—which includes not

only journalists but also peaceful civic and opposition assemblies—there has been an increase in

disappearances, extrajudicial executions and threats against human rights advocates and trade

union leaders in recent years.20

1.2.4 An Obsolete and Corrupt Judicial Model

A professional policing structure and a functional judicial system are indispensable if Haiti is to

be rid of threats, intimidation, and violence; yet the police and judicial systems have major flaws.

It must be said, in fairness to the judges, that the courts lack the elementary resources needed to

do justice.  Copies of legislative texts are lacking, as are the most basic infrastructure and

equipment.  These shortages often impair legal proceedings, leading to judgments that fail to take

account of the law.

Moreover, judges’ salaries are inadequate, making judges vulnerable to bribery.  As the cases

presented below attest, the government and influential citizens often apply intense pressure to

investigators and judges, which spreads an image of corruption that cannot coexist with the rule

of law.  At present, the judicial system clearly does not enjoy the independence necessary for its

judgments to have the air of legitimacy.  Yet Parliament appears to be in no hurry to act: draft

                                                  

19 IACHR, Office of the Special Rapporteur for Freedom of Expression, Report on the Situation of Freedom of
Thought and Expression in Haiti, 23 July 2003, par. 76. In par. 22, the Special Rapporteur expresses particular
concern about the provision in article 28.2 of the Constitution of 1987 that requires journalists to verify the
authenticity and accuracy of the information they publish, stressing that such a rule could lead to censorship.
20 Amnesty International, Annual Report for 2002, POL 10/003/2003.
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bills on judicial independence were produced thanks to the technical support of MICAH in 2000

but have not yet been tabled in the National Assembly.21

Efforts have been made to make justice more accessible to citizens.  For example, the Creole

language spoken by all Haitians is now increasingly used at trial, although French still

predominates.  Nonetheless, only a tiny minority of the population uses the legal system. There

are both practical and systemic reasons for this state of affairs.  First, very few Haitians possess

identity documents that are required if citizens wish to have access to the courts. Second, beyond

the language barrier, the Haitian legal system, which is modeled on the French system, is

particularly hermetic to the average citizen.  The legislative codes and trial procedures have not

been refined over time.22

All stakeholders in the justice system agree that it is time for a major overhaul, but this is

impossible due to the paralysis of Parliament.23  If this revision were to take place, it would have

to be accompanied by a firm commitment to strict law enforcement on the part of the authorities.

The problem of judicial legitimacy is first and foremost one of a failure to enforce existing laws.

For the time being, the minimum conditions necessary to institute far-reaching reforms—i.e., a

clear political commitment and a frank and ongoing dialogue between the donor agencies and the

recipient government—have not been met.  With no fewer than 10 ministers of justice since

1994, continuity of action in this area has been impossible.  Moreover, the donor agencies

disengaged from direct cooperation with the Ministry of Justice en bloc following the electoral

impasse of 2000.  Today, only the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and the OAS

are still involved.

                                                  

21 UNDP, La bonne gouvernance : un défi majeur pour le développement humain durable en Haïti (hereinafter,
“UNDP–2002”), p. 116, online at www.ht.undp.org/rndh2002/index.html.
22 The Criminal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure both date from 1835 and have not undergone any
significant revisions since then.
23 See section 1.4.2.
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a) Threats and Intimidation against Investigators and Judges

On its visit to Haiti in August, 2003, the IACHR regretfully noted that no significant progress had

been made since its visit three years previously in the area of justice administration:

More alarming, the Commission has received credible information according to which certain judges and

magistrates have been pressured by authorities, by gangs or violent and sometimes armed groups seeking

to influence the outcome of certain cases, particularly when they are dealing with politically charged

matters.24

The investigation into the death of Jean Dominique encountered significant hurdles imposed

largely by the government, which lost no time in accusing the opposition of the murder.  Trial

judge Claudy Gassant, who directed the investigation in 2001, fled the country after his mandate

expired and Mr. Aristide refused to prolong it; he was not replaced until July, 2002.  Mr. Gassant

had accomplished remarkably courageous work, calling for the lifting of the parliamentary

immunity of Senator Dany Toussaint, a former Port-au-Prince police chief accused of being the

mastermind of the attack.25  His successor, Bernard Saint-Vil, limited himself to identifying the

immediate perpetrators, taking care not to implicate those who had given the orders.  The

investigation continues to flounder and the population is increasingly skeptical that anyone ever

will be held responsibility for the killing.

b) Impunity Triumphs: The Métayer Case

The many twists and turns of what is now generally referred to as the “Métayer affair” are

symptomatic of the Haitian judicial system’s incapacity to carry a criminal case to completion.

Amyot Métayer, alias “the Cuban,” was the leader of a powerful OP nicknamed the “Cannibal

Army” during the events of December 17, 2001.26  He was accused by human rights activists of

having dispatched his militia against the political opposition immediately after the attack on the

                                                  

24 IACHR, 2002 annual report, Haiti, par. 15 et par. 34; IACHR, press release no. 24/03 of 22 August 2003.
25 NCHR, “Élections de l’année 2000: conséquences et impacts sur le processus de démocratisation et sur la lutte
pour l’établissement d’un État de droit,” December 2002, p. 39.
26 Officially called the Popular Organization for the Development of Raboteau.
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Palais National.  More specifically, Métayer and his supporters were accused of having laid siege

to the home of a local opposition leader, Luc Mésadieu, setting fire to and killing his assistant,

Ramy Darand.  Mr. Métayer pleaded his innocence, claiming that responsibility for the events of

December 17 rested with Mr. Aristide.  He was arrested on July 2, 2002, but escaped one month

later with the assistance of members of his militia who broke down a prison wall, liberated him

along with 150 other prisoners and then set fire to the Palais de Justice and any evidence it may

have held against him!

Métayer returned to his bastion in Gonaïves.  There he remained unbothered by the police, who

did not dare to arrest him on the pretext that they wanted to avoid a bloodbath.  After controlling

this area for several months without interference from the central government, Mr. Métayer was

assassinated on September 23, 2003, in St-Marc while in the company of an influential Lavalas

activist.27  The opposition quickly accused the party in power of having sponsored the attack. Mr.

Métayer had become an inconvenience, threatening to reveal what he knew about the events of

December 17, 2001. The government retorted that an armed opposition group was behind the

murder and pledged to set up a judicial inquiry.  Human rights organizations, who have

demanded a fair trial for Mr. Métayer, do not see this commitment as credible.

Events since his assassination have bolstered the position that the government had refrained from

imprisoning him for fear of arousing his supporters’ ire.  Tension has been particularly acute in

Gonaïves since that attack, with Mr. Métayer’s supporters clashing with the PNH on more than

one occasion.  The police reaction has been disproportionate.28

1.3 Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights in Tatters

Haiti’s catastrophic economic situation is due to a combination of factors, some of which predate

the taking of power by Fanmi Lavalas by many years and cannot, in all fairness, be laid at its

door.  With the return of constitutionality in 1994, Mr. Aristide inherited a bankrupt public

                                                  

27 Jean-Michel Caroît, Le Monde, “En Haïti, l’opposition accuse le pouvoir du meurtre d’un chef de gang gênant,” 26
September 2003.
28 OAS, “Incidents at Gonaïves,” press release, 22 October 2003, online at www.oashaiti.org. The demonstrators’
objective is now very clear: the Cannibal Army was dissolved to make way for a new “Gonaïves resistance front for
the overthrow of Jean-Bertrand Aristide.”
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treasury.  The Haitian state had never, since the elder Duvalier took power in the 1950s,

developed a strategy for redistributing the wealth generated by trade.  Instead, it counted on the

goodwill of the commercial elite, while institutionalizing corruption at all levels of the public

administration, notably within the departments responsible for the economy (e.g. customs). Tax

evasion, always the norm rather than the exception among the rich, allowed them to prosper

without the country benefiting in the least.  Finally, the embargo imposed after the coup d’état

severely affected the country’s exports; its production capacity had been reduced to practically nil

when Mr. Aristide regained the presidency in 1994.

While it is true that Mr. Aristide faced immense challenges at the outset, his economic

performance remains far below the most modest expectations.  The political instability that

preceded his term of office has persisted and worsened since the electoral fiasco of 2000,

repelling potential foreign investors. He has done nothing to address corruption, which has

reached staggering proportions,29 nor has he intervened in any way to improve public

infrastructure.  It should be said that with an average tax rate of only 8% of GDP in the period

1995–2000, the Haitian government has little room to manoeuvre.  This is due to tax evasion but

also to the extraordinary size of the informal economy, which employs 96% of Haiti’s

workforce.30

The Aristide government’s economic measures have proven highly unpopular.  For example, the

50% devaluation of the gourd over a one-year period greatly affected local commerce. Prices

doubled.  Women were the hardest hit, since they are most often in charge of household

expenditures.  Another measure that undermined the economy as a whole was the doubling of

gasoline prices in February 2003 as a direct consequence of the cut-off of government subsidies

to the oil companies.

Recent years were also marked by the crisis of the credit cooperatives. These were launched by

Mr. Aristide in September, 2001, promising monthly shareholder returns of 13%.  A large

                                                  

29 Haiti has the unfortunate honour to top the list of corruption-ridden countries. The 2003 report of Transparency
International, an organization that tracks this phenomenon around the world, ranks Haiti 3rd behind Bangladesh and
Nigeria: see Transparency International, Corruption Perceptions Index 2003, October 2003, online at
www.transparency.org.
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number of Haitians, including some from the diaspora, jumped on the opportunity.  However, the

government then decided to close the Haitian Development Bank, the principal bank for the

cooperatives, and several of its managers departed the country.  When the victims expressed their

discontent, the OPs and the PNH intervened to crush the unrest and the leader of the Mouvement

des Sociétaires Victimes (shareholders’ rights advocacy group), Rosemond Jean, was imprisoned

on trumped-up charges.31  This financial debacle—reminiscent of the pyramid scheme that led

Albania to the verge of bankruptcy in 1997—hastened the decline of Mr. Aristide’s popularity.

On his last visit to Haiti, UNCHR independent expert Louis Joinet denounced the levity with

which the government had treated the affair [translation]:

Impunity also benefits the “white-collar criminals,” as attested by the so-called “cooperatives” affair.

When prosecution is attempted, it targets low-wage scapegoats, evidently with a view to protecting the

real perpetrators and their accomplices, who are still at liberty. As to the innumerable victims who have

formed a national association, they were prevented from demonstrating on October 29.32

This disastrous economic record has had direct impacts on the effective realization of economic,

social and cultural rights.  The Haitian government, already rather non-interventionist due to the

prevailing corruption and financial constraints, has completely disengaged from the social sphere,

leaving the logic of the market to govern the provision of services.

1.3.1 Health Care and Education in Private Hands

Haiti is the country of the Americas in which the private sector controls the largest share of the

education sector.  Only 12% of the country’s schools are public.  Private-sector tuition fees have

soared, but the government offers no tuition subsidies.  In qualitative terms, the education

provided is deplorable.  School supplies are sorely lacking and many teachers are inadequately

                                                                                                                                                                    

30 UNDP–2002, p. 16.
31 NCHR, “Élections de l’année 2000: conséquences et impacts sur le processus de démocratisation et sur la lutte
pour l’établissement d’un État de droit,” December 2002, pp. 46-47.
32 “Intervention de Louis Joinet,” press conference of 5 November 2003 given in the UNDP conference room, online
at www.haiti-info.com.
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trained, contributing to a high dropout rate.33  Yet education is generally considered one of the

key factors in development.  The Haitian government has not fulfilled its minimum obligation to

supervise academic programs and ensure teaching quality in both private and public institutions.34

As an illustration, though Haiti has one of the world’s highest rates of HIV/AIDS transmission,35

there is no national prevention and education strategy.  In the absence of a sex education program

in the national curriculum, the population has little chance of protecting itself from these risks.36

Health care is another sector in which the Haitian government plays only a marginal role. Only

30% of health institutions in the country are public.  Of the 5.4% of GDP that is spent on health,

the government only contributes 0.7%, while international aid contributes approximately 1.5%

and households 3.2%.37  The excessive centralization of services is also significant here.  With

88% of doctors practicing in the Port-au-Prince area, the few international NGOs present in Haiti

and the religious institutions tend to be the only providers of care and services elsewhere,

especially in rural areas. Médecins du Monde (France) manages health centres in Jérémie, Petit-

Gôave and Cap-Haïtien, while Save the Children (UK) is present in the Central Plateau.  Despite

the work of these organizations, the statistics are worrisome.  Infant mortality remains high, with

523 deaths per 100,000 births in 1994–2000—three times that of the Dominican Republic.

1.3.2  Export Processing Zones: Panacea or Human Rights Setback?

In 2002, long after provisions were made by the Haitian and Dominican governments to realize

the initiative, an export-processing zone—Zona Hisapniola—was announced for the border area

of Ouanaminthe.  The local residents protested their exclusion from the negotiations, but the

project will go ahead anyway.  A Dominican consortium called Grupo M is planning a Levi’s

jeans factory for the zone and has just received a US $20-million loan from the World Bank over

                                                  

33 Ibid.
34 UN, Committee on the Rights of the Child, Consideration of Reports Submitted by States Parties Under Article 44
of the Convention. Concluding Observations: Haiti. CRC/C/15/Add. 202 (hereinafter, “CRC–2003”), par. 52-53.
35 AIDS is the number one cause of death in the country; 5% of the population is infected.
36 UNDP–2002, p. 63. This scourge also causes serious problems of discrimination. The OAS Special Mission
supported a seminar in June 2003 on the rights of AIDS patients and the discrimination they face.
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the opposition of human rights advocacy groups, who fear that the company will violate

minimum labour standards.38  Since no mention has yet been made of worker housing, it seems

highly likely that slums will proliferate and that household waste will exacerbate the

environmental degradation here, as elsewhere in the country.39  Under such conditions, a project

such as that of Zona Hispaniola demands serious human rights and environmental impact studies.

This is especially important since, for the first phase of the project,40 the two governments settled

on one of Haiti’s most fertile regions, the Maribahoux plain, where peasants have been growing

rice for generations.  It is one of the few areas in Haiti with a sizeable water table. The stakes are

huge and human rights NGOs are conducting a public-awareness campaign on the urgency of

safeguarding what remains of Haiti’s food self-sufficiency. While an ever-increasing proportion

of Haiti’s rice is imported, the decision to rezone the rice-growing areas is difficult to reconcile

with the imperatives associated with the right to food.41

Since the authorities have largely left the rural areas to fend for themselves, and opportunities for

local production are lacking, peasants are tempted to migrate either to urban centres, the United

States and, especially, the Dominican Republic—where their status is precarious.42

The government claims to hope that these economic development projects will check migratory

flows to the neighbouring country. However, the Haitian organizations closely following the

dossier think that these white elephants will, in fact, attract unemployed people to the border who

would not have gone there were it not for such promises.

                                                                                                                                                                    

37 UNDP–2002, p. 55.
38 Anna Willard, Reuters, “World Bank arm OKs first loan to Haiti since 1998,” 10 October 2003.
39 Forest cover has practically disappeared from the entire country and the ensuing erosion considerably diminishes
agricultural production; see UNDP–2002, pp. 128 et seq.
40 At its completion, the export processing zone is set to extend along the full length of the border.
41 Food imports rose from $211 million in 1995 to $248 million in 2000 while food exports dropped from $25.3
million to $13.4 during the same period; UNDP–2002, p. 43.
42 In 2001, Haitian NGOs interested in transboundary issues and their Dominican counterparts founded the Jeannot-
Succès Binational Network in honour of a young Haitian man beaten to death, whose body had been found on the
border. Their activities focus on civil status and trafficking in persons, among other issues. To find out more about
the victimization of Haitian workers living in the Dominican Republic, see the website of the Groupe d’appui aux
rapatriés et réfugiés (GARR) at www.garrhaiti.org and GARR, Le fait migratoire haïtien en République dominicaine
en l’an 2000, Port-au-Prince, 2001.
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1.4  Closed to Criticism: Aristide on the International Stage

The Haitian regime tends to react to international criticism by circling its wagons. Aristide

appears to have no intention of resigning and, instead, responds to criticism with blanket denials.

In this regard, the following IACHR comment on the inertia characteristic of the justice system

could apply more broadly to the actions of the government as a whole:

It must be noted that a significant number of State officials has denied the existence of most of the

problems mentioned above, or have blamed them entirely on the economic crisis or on the biases of the

local human rights community, of the press and of political opponents. The Commission considers that the

first step to amelioration of the human rights position in Haiti is for the State and state agencies to

recognize that certain of their practices may constitute infringements of the fundamental rights of its

citizens.43 [our italics]

Instead of embarking on reforms designed to remedy the institutional weaknesses that undermine

Haiti’s development, Mr. Aristide finds scapegoats on whom to blame the country’s financial

straits. Chief among these is the former colonial power. He has demanded $21.7-billion from

France in compensation for the 90-million gold francs that Haiti paid to the French colonists in

1825 for expropriation of their land. France is depicted as having ultimate responsibility for the

country’s woes, some 200 years after its departure.44

Mr. Aristide’s entourage supports his entrenched stance, for their interests are intimately linked to

his remaining in power. In May, 2003, Lavalas parliamentarians publicly suggested that

immunity be granted to all agents of the state in the exercise of their duties and that the

Constitution be amended to allow Mr. Aristide to run for office again.45 He did not publicly

disavow these proposals, leaving the impression that they are consistent with his own

convictions. Challenged from all sides, he is obstinately holding on to power.

                                                  

43 Press release no 24/03 of 22 August 2003, online at www.oashaiti.org.
44 This, at least, is the opinion of a collective of Haitian intellectuals, artists, and educators who signed, on 29
September 2003, a declaration of principles on the bicentennial of Haitian independence in which they strongly
oppose the political hay that the Mr. Aristide’s party intends to make out of the 2004 celebrations.
45 Article 134.3 of the Constitution of 1987 limits presidential incumbents to two consecutive terms.
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1.4.1  The Ombudsman: a White Elephant?

Founded in 1995, the ombudsman’s office (Office du Protecteur du Citoyen—OPC) is

responsible for guaranteeing that citizens’ rights and interests are respected by public servants.

However, its ability to accomplish its mandate is limited since it does not enjoy a genuine arms-

length relationship with the government and does not have the resources necessary to conduct

investigations.

To begin, the meager sums allotted to the OPC are incommensurately smaller than the task at

hand.  To date it has not even received a fixed budget; rather, its annual allocation depends on the

whims of Parliament. For the 2000–2001 fiscal year, it received only 3 million gourds

(approximately US $75,000).46  This situation is explained by the fact that 8 years after its

implementation, the OPC still lacks the enabling act required by Article 207.3 of the Constitution

of 1987 and is operating on the basis of a decree issued in September, 1995.47

The scantiness of this annual allocation has direct implications for the scope of the OPC’s

actions.  For the time being, it has no outreach beyond the capital, since it does not have the funds

necessary to open offices elsewhere.  Its Gonaïves office, the only one outside Port-au-Prince,

was shut down only one year after it opened in December, 2000, for lack of resources. The OPC

hopes to change this state of affairs through its “Proximity Program” by opening modest offices

in all of the country’s departmental seats.

Finally, Mr. Aristide’s appointment of the current ombudsman, Necker Dessables, who took

office in May, 2002, was unconstitutional.  Specifically, it violated the procedure established by

Article 207 of the Constitution of 1987, which provides that it is subject to ratification by the

presidents of the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies.  This infringement seriously weakens Mr.

Dessables’s position.  It is a clear illustration of how carelessly the executive treats this important

check on the government’s powers.

                                                  

46 OPC, Rapport annuel 2000-2001; La relance institutionnelle, p. 7. This sum represents only one-fourth of the first
operating budget filed by the OPC in 1997–98 (10.4 million gourds), to which the government responded with a
disbursement of only 1.5 million gourds.
47 An initial version of the draft enabling act was completed in January 2001 thanks to UNDP support; see OPC,
Rapport annuel 2000-2001, p. 22.
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These limitations are in no way the fault of the ombudsman, yet they have resulted in severe

criticism—not from the government officials he is responsible for monitoring, but from his

objective allies in the human rights community.48  Despite its numerous shortcomings, the OPC

has not been inactive.  Its small team conducts field work, particularly in the prisons,49 and

reports its observations to the proper authorities.  This structure undeniably has a role to play and

deserves the support of the donor bodies.

1.4.2 An Imploding Regime

When the mandates of all the deputies, two-thirds of the senators, and several thousand municipal

officials expire on January 12, 2004, without a functioning electoral council in place, Haiti’s

politicians will be stripped of what remained of their legitimacy. It will be a return to the status

quo ante when, after Mr. Préval’s dissolution of Parliament in January, 1999, public affairs were

managed by administrative decrees alone.

Beyond these considerations, it should be noted that the fissures observable in Fanmi Lavalas

itself could sound the death knell for Mr. Aristide’s reign if they are to result in open dissidence.

The persisting impasse in the Senate is symptomatic of this reality.  Although entirely made up of

Fanmi Lavalas members,50 the Senate is unable to agree on a constitutional reform bill since it

requires a two-thirds majority and three senators, including Dany Toussaint, refuse to sign it.51

The successive public demonstrations of opposition against Mr. Aristide in recent months have

damaged the governing party’s cohesion, perhaps irreversibly. As of mid-December, 2003, the

ministers of tourism, education and environment, as well as the director-general of the Ministry

                                                  

48 UNCHR independent expert Louis Joinet noted the OPC’s passive response to grave violations committed against
human rights activists; see Joinet Report, par. 13.
49 OPC, Etat des lieux de l’univers carcéral haïtien, November 2002.
50 Fanmi Lavalas accounts for 19 of 27 senators, including the president of the Senate. The other seats are vacant
since their incumbents refuse to sit.
51 On 11 December 2003, Dany Toussaint announced publicly that he was resigning from Fanmi Lavalas. He is
thought to be forming his own political grouping with support from OPs loyal to him and no longer linked to Mr.
Aristide.
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of Health and the Haitian ambassador to the Dominican Republic, had resigned in protest over

the violent repression of peaceful opposition demonstrations.

These resignations, along with the incessant calls for that of Mr. Aristide, seem to have

convinced him of the importance of compromise.  On December 18, 2003, Aristide announced

his willingness to negotiate with the opposition based on a mediation proposal put forward by the

Haitian Conference of Bishops on November 23.  This initiative calls for the creation, in January,

2004, of a nine-member council representing different sectors of Haitian society that would be

tasked with creating a “consensus electoral council.”52  It remains to be seen whether this

acquiescence is a stall-tactic or a genuine attempt to break the spiral of violence into which the

country is falling.

                                                  

52 Conférence épiscopale d’Haïti, Message des évêques d’Haïti au peuple haïtien à la veille de 2004, OAS/Ser. G
CP/INF.4907/03, 3 December 2003.



2. IMPATIENCE IN THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY

For many years now, international development assistance budgets to Haiti have been suspended

outright or have declined significantly.53  This trend was evident well before 2000, so the

disenchantment caused by the electoral crisis does not alone explain this phenomenon.

As we shall see below, while the donors’ grievances go deeper than the issue of free and

transparent elections under OAS auspices, several agencies have made this a condition for the

resumption of their aid programs. On this point the issue of the formation of the CEP, as

important as it is, should not obscure other considerations relevant to the holding of elections.

Before pressing ahead in that direction, it is important to ensure that the climate of security in the

country makes the timing propitious. Furthermore, the CEP must be a credible body so that the

results it announces will not be contested.

2.1 The OAS: A Driving Force

In Haiti, it is the OAS, not the UN that has taken the lead among international organizations

interested in issues of governance and human rights. In 1993, the International Civilian Mission

to Haiti (ICIVMIH; a joint UN- and OAS-led project) was implemented shortly before the

overthrow of the military junta. This mission, in which the OAS did not participate during the last

year of its mandate, was replaced in 2000 by MICAH, a less ambitious structure under the aegis

of the UN Political Affairs Division. But the UN made the exceptional decision to terminate

MICAH’s activities after only six months. The decision was motivated by its irritation with the

government’s flagrant unwillingness to cooperate. The OAS was left to carry on the work of

supporting the government bodies in charge of promoting and defending human rights.

This does not mean that the UN has completely disengaged from Haiti. The UNDP has carried on

certain of ICIVMIH’s and MICAH’s activities in the form of a transition program. As well, an

independent expert has been mandated since 1995 by UNCHR to inquire into the status of human

                                                  

53 From $376.8 million in 1977 to $261.3 million in 2000; UNDP–2002, p. 15.
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rights in Haiti. This position has been held since March 25, 2002, by Louis Joinet, whose

proposal to create a Haiti office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (HCHR) is still

under study. The mission of this office would be to strengthen the actions of local human rights

organizations.54 It would enable international experts to support the work of their local

counterparts, thus adding credibility to their public information activities. Under Mr. Joinet’s

proposal, the HCHR office would house a human rights observatory with equal representation

from the government and civil society whose mandate would be to monitor the progress of the

fight against impunity and to inquire into the root causes of these violations. Clearly, care must

be taken not to allow such an observatory, by virtue of its international status, to eclipse the OPC

and the other local organizations it is intended to reinforce.

2.1.1  The OAS Sets a Course for New Elections

The limited latitude enjoyed by the OAS in Haiti must be placed within a historical context of

distrust. In the 1960s the OAS nearly forced François Duvalier into exile, but the initiative

aborted. It must be admitted that even today, the institution has not managed to regain a

significant level of public trust in Haiti.

On January 15, 2002, the OAS Permanent Council adopted Resolution 806 calling for the

creation of a governmental commission of inquiry into the events of December 17, 2001, and an

OAS Special Mission designed to reinforce the democratic process in Haiti. The Special Mission

formally came into existence in April, 2002. It intervenes in four areas: security, justice, human

rights, and good governance.55 That is, the Special Mission’s mandate is in no way limited to

providing technical assistance to the Haitian government around the electoral process.

Nevertheless this central issue, due to the attention it receives both in Haiti and internationally,

takes up most of the mission’s resources.

                                                  

54 Joinet Report, par. 72.
55 OAS/Ser.G/RES 806 (1303/02) (17 January 2002). The description of its areas of intervention and the terms of
reference of the OAS technical assistance for each area are available on the website of the Special Mission at
www.oashaiti.org.
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In Santiago de Chile in June, 2003, the OAS General Assembly adopted a new resolution calling

on all sides in the crisis to respect their commitments and implement the measures contained in

Resolution 822 without delay. Resolution 195956 stresses the importance of making progress on

the professionalization of the PNH if a climate of security is to be created for the elections. The

resolution also calls on the Secretary-General of the OAS to produce an update in September,

2003, so that the Permanent Council can reassess its approach as necessary. The appointment, in

August, 2003, of former US ambassador Terence Todman as the OAS Secretary-General’s

special envoy targets the same objective, that is, the promotion of more sustained dialogue

between the Haitian government, the political opposition, and civil society.

2.1.2  The Special Mission: Matching the Mandate to the Resources

Since its inception, the Special Mission has been responsible for helping the Haitian government

create and sustain conditions necessary for the exercise of democracy.57 This leaves the Special

Mission with no choice but to work in cooperation with the government. Its work includes a very

important educational dimension, particularly in the areas of justice and human rights. The

training sessions it offers to both the general public and government officials help to keep open

spaces for dialogue between civil society and the government. Within them could very well lie

the seeds of future reforms.58

So far, however, the OAS has not provided the resources necessary if the Special Mission is to

accomplish what it is asked of it. In November, 2002, the Secretary-General of the OAS

requested $12-million to fund the mission’s operations from that date until the elections, which

were slated for early 2003. However, by Oct. 31, 2003, only $5.4-million had been distributed.

                                                  

56 AG/RES 1959 (XXXIII-0/03) (adopted 10 June 2003).
57 “The Mission will work closely with the Government of Haiti to fulfill the mandate of the Mission, not as an
obligation of honour on the part of the government, but as a mutual commitment between Haiti and the international
community to provide concrete support to the Government of Haiti…” [our italics]: OAS, Situation in Haiti: Report
of the Secretary-General on the Implementation of CP/RES. 806 (1303/02) corr. 1 and AG/RES. 1831 (XXXI-O/01),
Appendix 1, “Special OAS Mission for Strengthening Democracy in Haiti.”
58 OAS, Report of the Secretary-General on the Situation in Haiti, OAS/Ser.G/CP/doc.3798/03 (11 November 2003).
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These financial constraints cause the Special Mission constant concern and often deter it from

embarking on large-scale initiatives for fear of being unable to carry them through to completion.

The lack of funding is a source of great frustration for officers of the Special Mission, for whom

insufficient funds means the inability to accomplish desired objectives. This situation also has the

effect of undermining the Special Mission’s credibility as a reliable agent of democratic reform in

the eyes of the Haitian public.

All observers agree that the Special Mission’s objectives must be scaled back to the level of its

available resources - very few want to see the institution pull out of Haiti entirely. However,

should the OAS opt to extract itself from Haiti, there are those who hope it would be replaced by

the UN, whose profile as a solver of political crises like that affecting Haiti has been enhanced by

the success of its mission in East Timor. Yet the UN’s return to Haiti is unlikely for two reasons:

One is the fact that Kofi Annan clearly implied that the UN had done its part and would leave

matters henceforth to the OAS when he announced in November, 2000, that MICAH’s mandate

would expire with Mr. Aristide’s investiture four months later. The second, and perhaps more

immediate reason is the reality that any move by the OAS to withdraw would damage its

credibility as a trustworthy, effective agent of reform. It must, at all costs, offer a convincing

demonstration of its relevance and efficacy.

Nevertheless, the Special Mission encounters serious difficulties whenever it attempts to convey

a message of moderation. Following the riots in Cap-Haïtien between August 30 and September

14, 2003, the OAS published press releases calling on the media and the political forces to

moderate their invective.59 These interventions, as well as the passive presence of some OAS

officials at the site of the riots, provoked a stinging reply from the NGO sector. The NGOs felt

                                                  

59 In its press release of 3 September 2003, after condemning the abusive use of force by the PNH to crush the
demonstration of 30 August 2003, the Special Mission stated as follows: “Our understanding is that the PNH had
replied to the organizers that they were not in a position to guarantee security at the time proposed by the organizers.
The organizers persisted with their plans. It is regrettable that a sustained, effective, timely dialogue was not held by
the Haitian actors involved–one based on rights, on the law, and on Haitian realities. A certain level of cooperation
must be desired and sought by those responsible on all sides if elections acceptable to Haitians, and to their
international friends, are truly to be held.” OAS, “Incidents at Cap-Haïtien,” press release, 3 September 2003, online
at http://www.oas.org/OASpage/press_releases/press_release.asp?sCodigo=HA-09-03-.
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that by tarring everyone with the same brush, the Special Mission was ignoring the government’s

leading role in the unrest.

If it wishes to stay relevant, the Special Mission must develop a more creative approach to its role

as mediator. Not doing will almost certainly prove a costly, harmful mistake. Recent events have

apparently led to substantial changes in its discourse if not its actions. Following the occupation

of the UEH on December 5 and the ensuing abuses, the Special Mission published a press release

that unequivocally condemned “the violent and unjustified actions… of certain members of

popular organizations associated with Fanmi Lavalas in attacking students, property, and

facilities of the… UEH…”60

With the situation on the ground rapidly deteriorating since then, the OAS member countries

have reaffirmed their support for the Special Mission and have committed additional resources so

it can perform its role effectively. On December 17, 2003, the Permanent Council reiterated its

support for the Special Mission and indicated that it would pursue its original four areas of

intervention. The Permanent Council also stated that additional resources would be provided to

face the challenges awaiting in 2004.61 In particular, the United States announced an additional

$1-million in funding while Canada committed itself to seriously examining the possibility of

increasing its contribution. Brazil, Mexico and other countries could follow suit shortly. This

infusion of much-needed funds alleviated the concerns of the Special Mission’s management,

which had been forced to issue an announcement on December 4, 2003, that it did not have

enough money to pay staff salaries beyond January, 2004.

                                                  

60 OAS, press release, “OAS Special Mission in Haiti Condemns Violence in Port au Prince,” press release, 8
December 2003, online at http://www.oas.org/OASpage/press_releases/press_release.asp?sCodigo=HA-12-08E.
61 OAS, “Strong Support for OAS Special Mission,” press release, 17 December 2003, online at
http://www.oas.org/OASpage/press_releases/press_release.asp?sCodigo=E-246/03.
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2.1.3  The Work of the IACHR

The IACHR conducted two in situ visits in 2002, declaring its deep concern over the weakening

of national institutions responsible for the protection of human rights in Haiti. It also expressed

concern about the absence of judicial independence, the prevailing climate of insecurity, threats

against journalists and the presumed existence of armed opposition groups acting with

impunity.62 It reiterated these concerns in the wake of the events of December 5, 2003, at the

UEH.63 The IACHR continues to support efforts promoting the rule of law in Haiti by organizing

training sessions for lawyers, public servants and NGO representatives. For example, a workshop

was held in May, 2003, on the IACHR complaint procedures and a seminar for journalists was

held in July, 2003, with the support of Eduardo Bertoni, the OAS Special Rapporteur on Freedom

of Expression.

The IACHR is conscious that Haitian civil society still lacks the resources and experience

necessary for making effective use of available regional legal remedies. For example, few

Haitians know how to file a petition at the IACHR in Washington. The IACHR is working to

change this state of affairs and to sensitize Haitian human rights organizations of their right to the

recourse of regional procedures when the national judiciary is unable to provide satisfaction. This

situation was improved to some extent by the Fleury case, which saw the Inter-American Court

of Human Rights ask the Haitian government to see that a petitioner’s safety was ensured. This

experience helped provide Haitian human rights NGOs with a new understanding of the value of

regional human rights mechanisms.64

                                                  

62 IACHR, “IACHR Concerned over Lack of Progress on Human Rights Issues in Haiti,” press release no. 37/02, 27
August 2002, online at http://www.iachr.org/Comunicados/English/2002/press2002.htm.
63 IACHR, “IACHR Concerned by Recent Events in Haiti,” press release no. 33/03, 9 December 2003, online at
http://www.iachr.org/Comunicados/English/2003/33.03.htm.
64 Lysias Fleury, of the Commission épiscopale Justice et Paix, was arrested by the police on 24 June 2002 and
claimed to have been brutalized in several ways by his jailers before being released the next day. The IACHR
granted protective measures on his behalf on 15 October 2002. These measures were renewed subsequently until,
faced with the government’s inaction, the IACHR referred the case to the Inter-American Court on 13 March 2003.
The Court granted the motion in an order issued on 7 June 2003.
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2.2  Suspension of Foreign Aid

When the Haitian government refused a request by the UN Security Council and the governments

of the United States, Canada and France that it reconsider the results of the 2000 legislative

elections,65 sanctions were swiftly imposed on Haiti. The US Congress categorically refused to

resume its bilateral aid program until the electoral crisis was resolved. The European Union

announced on the occasion of Aristide’s investiture in February, 2001, that it would sanction

Lavalas by blocking 44.4 million euros worth of aid and suspend its direct aid budget.66 Only

recently did the Inter-American Development Bank (IABD) recently resume its co-operation and

reactivate a US $500-million loan that it had been holding since 2001.67

It would be wrong to view the 2000 electoral process as the sole cause of the donors’

disengagement. They also deplore the complete absence of decision-making accountability, the

corruption affecting all public services and the incompetence of certain managers. Factors such as

these make it difficult to operationalize the funds allocated to the reforms and shed doubt on the

value of pursuing the aid programs.

Considering the fact all sectors of the Haitian economy are effectively bankrupt, representatives

of many local NGOs interpret any suspension of aid as a de facto embargo. Their position is that

the international community should channel foreign aid to the organizations promoting

alternative forms of development that benefit the greatest number of people rather than only a

few individuals.

                                                  

65 United Nations, “Secretary-General’s Statement on Elections in Haiti,” press release SG/SM/7488, 10 July 2000.
66 Pursuant to a decision of the Council of the European Union of 10 January 2003, institutional development
cooperation with Haiti can only resume once the obligations set forth in OAS Permanent Council Resolutions 806
and 822 are fulfilled; EU, Déclaration de la présidence au nom de l’Union européenne sur Haïti, 16 September
2003.
67 OAS, Report of the Secretary-General on the Situation in Haiti, OAS/Ser.G/CP/doc.3798/03 (11 November 2003).
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2.3  Approaches to Canadian Intervention

Haiti and Canada have developed significant ties in recent years as a consequence of their

situation within the American hemisphere, their membership in the Francophonie and the large

Haitian-Canadian community. Though it is clear that Canada’s aid efforts have not yielded

conclusive results, Canada has chosen to maintain bilateral aid to Haiti despite the current strife.

A significant portion of Canada’s public development aid budget for the Americas continues to

benefit projects in Haiti.

Canada’s position may be attributed to the historical fact that Haitian governments tend toward

staunchly isolationist, inflexible positions when confronted with ultimatums from the

international community. Cutting off basic aid in such a context would only serve the interests of

the government’s most authoritarian fringe, which could then blame the international community

for the country’s economic debacle. And, as the lamentable experience of the 1991–94 coup

d’état and the 1993 embargo illustrates, suspending aid hurts innocent citizens far more than it

does Haitian authorities, who are often involved in Haiti’s black market.

Canada no longer supports the Haitian Ministry of Justice directly as it once did. Canadian

support for judicial reforms is now channelled through the UNDP justice program. This aid

consists of several sub-programs: For one, CIDA continues to support the correctional service, a

sector with staggering needs considering more than 80% of incarcerated Haitians are under

preventive detention.68 Canada’s intervention here aims to improve book- and record-keeping and

shorten pre-trial detention. Along the same lines, Canada supports the reform of the court clerk’s

offices. And, despite the limited impact of the OPC, which has little visibility or influence over

the government, Canada intends to continue its support for the institution, viewing it as capable

of regaining its independence under a government that is responsive to its constituents. Finally,

Canada promotes capacity-building for civil society organizations representing women,

journalists, and other key sectors .through the Fonds d’Appui à la Justice et aux Droits Humains

(FAJDH) and the Fonds Kore Famn.

                                                  

68 OPC, Etat des lieux de l’univers carcéral haïtien, November 2002, p. 11.
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On the political level, Canada has been criticised by some NGO representatives who accuse the

Canadian government of complicity because of its continuing bilateral aid to Haiti despite the

evidence of electoral fraud. This sentiment is fostered by Canada’s significant participation in the

Special Mission, to which it is the largest contributor in proportionate terms.69 The Government

of Canada has stated its unconditional support for the Special Mission, which it sees as the only

body capable of playing the role of intermediary between Haiti and the international

community.70

2.4  US Haitian Policy

There is presently a great deal of speculation in Haiti as to the strategic decisions that have

formed the US administration’s chosen response to the Haitian crisis. Officially, the United States

continues to support the implementation of Resolution 822, thus maintaining its minimum

demands: the professionalization of the PNH and a credible campaign to disarm illegal escorts

and armed bands. At the General Assembly of the OAS held in Santiago de Chile in June, 2003,

U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell clearly expressed his government’s dissatisfaction with the

Special Mission’s track record and asked the OAS to re-evaluate its role in Haiti in light of the

current situation.

This is not to say that the Special Mission’s progress is the sole gauge by which the US

administration assesses the political climate in Haiti. To understand the United States

government’s interest in Haiti, it is essential to understand that the island’s troubles are as much a

matter of U.S. domestic policy as it is one of U.S. foreign policy because Haiti’s geographical

                                                  

69 Canada has, to date, funded the Special Mission, whose work it supports unconditionally, in an amount of C $2.7
million; CIDA, “Canada Continues Support to Special Mission in Haiti,” press release, 14 January 2003.
70 This political support was reiterated before the Permanent Council of the OAS by the Canadian ambassador, Paul
Durand, who nevertheless stressed the importance of revamping priorities by placing national security foremost; see
OAS, Report of the Chairman of the Working Group Established by the Permanent Council to Consider CP/doc.
3798/03 and to Recommend Such Adjustments as May be Required to the Mandate of the OAS Special Mission for
Strengthening of Democracy in Haiti, OAS/Ser.G CP/doc. 3806/03, 9 December 2003.
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proximity to the United States makes it a popular market for drug trafficking71 and migratory

flows.72 Accordingly, these concerns have seen heightened military cooperation between the

United States and Haiti’s neighbour, the Dominican Republic. Joint manoeuvres have taken place

and some 900 US soldiers are currently deployed every two weeks to the Dominican Republic.73

Despite these domestic considerations, Haiti does not figure high among US foreign policy

priorities in the context of the US government’s War on Terror. Nevertheless, the United States

did recently commit an additional $1-million to the Special Mission while numerous US

government officials have set ultimatums for Mr. Aristide, enjoining him to re-establish order and

to respect his opponents’ right to freedom of speech. In a speech on September 8, 2003, Roger

Noriega, the United States new Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs, said

that the U.S. administration would give Aristide “weeks, not months” to restore security to the

country and create favourable conditions for elections. However, Mr. Noriega said the U.S.

government would not impose unilateral political sanctions on Haiti in order to accomplish these

aims. Instead, Mr. Noriega said the U.S. government would only impose the sanctions provided

by the Inter-American Democratic Charter74 if CARICOM-member countries promised to

followed suit.75

                                                  

71 It is generally agreed that Haiti serves as a bridgehead between Colombia, the principal cocaine producer, and the
United States, its primary consumer. The quantity of cocaine passing through Haiti in 1998 alone is estimated at 45
tons; see UNDP–2002, p. 69. The US government is closely following this dossier but has to temper the sanctions it
might otherwise be tempted to impose on Haiti for fear of provoking a new migratory thrust. On September 15,
George W. Bush deplored that Haiti had defaulted on its international obligations in this regard and was not
cooperating with the fight to eradicate this illicit trade. See David Gollust, VOA, “Bush Criticizes Burma, Haiti on
Drug Trafficking,” 16 September 2003.
72 For the fiscal year 2001–02 alone, more than 1,450 Haitians bound for the Florida coast were intercepted on the
high seas by the US coast guard and returned home. The few Haitians who reach US soil are detained until a decision
is made on the merits of their asylum claim, since they are considered a threat to national security. This is in contrast
to the Cubans, who benefit from preferential treatment and are recognized as refugees as soon as they arrive in the
United States. For an analysis of this clearly discriminatory policy in light of the post-September 11 situation, see
James Morrell, Impact of September 11th on U.S. Haiti Policy, Haiti Democracy Project, 2003, online at
www.haitipolicy.org/content/663.htm.
73 Morrell, supra, note 73.
74 OAS/Ser.G/CP-1 (adopted 11 September 2001 by the Permanent Council); through the combined operation of
Articles 20 and 21 of the Charter, an OAS member state may be suspended in the event of an unconstitutional
alteration of its constitutional regime that seriously impairs its democratic order.
75 “U.S. Gives Haiti Weeks to Show Good Will,” Reuters, 8 September 2003.
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The U.S. government remains a strong influence on the international stakeholders interested in

the democratic transition in Haiti. Accordingly, it will be of great interest to see how the Haitian

government responds to the strong message communicated on December15, 2003, by Richard

Boucher, spokesperson for the U.S. State Department. Mr. Boucher unequivocally condemned

the repression of peaceful demonstrations by the security forces and the obvious collusion

between the authorities and armed civilian groups that provoke the opposition.
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3. CIVIL SOCIETY SPEAKING OUT

Caught between Haiti’s two political factions, it is up to Haitian civil society to find a way to put

forward united proposals that can draw the population out of the current impasse. Such a

challenge would be daunting for any civil society, but it is even more so for the fragile, dispersed,

resource-poor civil society of Haiti.

Haitian civil society was severely affected by the systematic repression of the Duvalier

dictatorship and the Cédras junta. Clandestine action was often civil society’s only option for

many years. Both regimes freely co-opted civil society representatives as a means of enhancing

their air of legitimacy, which in turn bred intense mistrust between grassroots organizations and

government representatives. As a result, civil society has been reluctant to take part in state-

sponsored fora, and even those coordinated by international institutions provoke hesitation.

Any explanation of Haitian civil society’s organizational fragility cannot underestimate the

importance of exogenous factors such as Haitian civil society’s relative isolation from the rest of

Latin America because of its distinct language and culture and the absence of support from

certain donor agencies for a prolonged period.

Understanding the importance of both these factors is essential because together they explain why

Haitian civil society historically has had difficulty working together on popular alternatives to the

challenges posed by the institutional crisis. While civil society has persevered in its

denouncement of human rights violations and abuses of power despite the obvious risks, the

gravity of the current crisis has forced it to look beyond confrontation to provoking dialogue in

an effort to find solutions. The Group of 184 and similar organizations have taken up these

challenges. Another important initiative is the Civic Forum for Criminal Justice Reform

(hereinafter, the “Civic Forum”), which promotes civic participation in setting government

priorities—an essential component of any true democracy.
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3.1 The Civic Forum

The Civic Forum began in September, 2001, with the aim of uniting the different sectors of civil

society in a dialogue around the theme of criminal justice reform. This topic is addressed from

various angles, including the relationship between police and judges and the necessity of a

functional, accessible legal aid system. The project was born out of an awareness of the failure of

previous attempts at reform, which had sought to transform the judicial system by impacting

directly on formal structures such as the Ministry of Justice. These initiatives were stymied by the

lack of political will to implement the necessary changes. According to the Civic Forum’s

initiators, waiting for the establishment of a credible government before working out the general

principles of desirable legal reform is not the right approach. Instead, they believe it is vital that

such a dialogue take place now. The corresponding changes to the legal framework could take

place later, once a government willing to implement them is in place.

So far the Civic Forum has held four public seminars  or “national forums.” Preparation for these

seminars (by a coordinating committee76) involves multi-stakeholder workshops in which

everyone’s input is pooled and synthesized. Most of the comments suggest that participants do

not want to copy a foreign model but wish to create an indigenous framework that meets the

challenges of the local context. At first recalcitrant, the country’s lawyers have begun to take an

interest and participate in the Civic Forum. Government representatives are systematically invited

but have thus far declined to attend.

3.2 Women’s Organizations Working against Violence

As is too often the case, it is usually the vulnerable who pay the cost of a non-functioning

criminal justice system, and women are chief among them. In a country where women head a

large proportion of households, the law reflects a patriarchal bias that is out of touch with the

prevailing social realities, and highly injurious to women. For example, the Criminal Code
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absolves a husband who kills his wife or her lover after catching them in the act of adultery, but

not a wife who does likewise. Domestic violence, although formally prohibited, is rife and rarely

prosecuted. This is noted by the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC), which stresses

the high incidence of violence and abuse, including sexual abuse, in Haitian families. According

to the CRC, one-third of Haitian women are victims of sexual abuse before the age of 15.77 This

culture of violence in the private sphere is added to by the large number of gang-related sexual

assaults, a deliberate practice designed to sow terror in and silence the women’s movement.

Women’s groups have been meeting since November, 2002, in a network called the National

Coalition for Women’s Rights (CONAP). Their goal is to pressure Parliament into repealing the

laws that criminalize adultery and amending those concerning rape and a women’s right to

divorce her husband. They are also seeking the decriminalization of abortion and legislation to

protect the numerous domestic workers (restavèk) against abuse. The creation of this feminist

platform represents an important step forward and it is to be hoped that Haitian women will

pursue this work of integration and develop partnerships with their sisters throughout the

continent.

3.3 Learning Lessons from other Countries

We have emphasized that historical, cultural, and linguistic factors explain why Haitian civil

society has frequently operated in a vacuum, cut off to a large extent from developments in

neighbouring countries. This also explains why, historically, Haitian NGOs have made relatively

infrequent use of international instruments. Yet in the area of criminal justice reform particularly,

experiences in Guatemala, Salvador, and Chile can provide valuable lessons for Haiti.

Within the country, rights advocacy NGOs have long understood that they have everything to

gain by joining forces. The Haitian Human Rights Coalition (POHDH), created in 1992 under the

                                                                                                                                                                    

76 This committee is composed of representatives of three Haitian human rights NGOs (Comité Œcuménique des
Droits Humains, Haïti Solidarité Internationale and Commission Épiscopale Justice et Paix) and the coordinator of
the UNDP justice program.
77 CRC–2003, par. 42.
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military regime, and CONAP are good illustrations. Today, the urgency of the situation makes it

essential to push this logic further and develop new, regional partnerships.

Such networking is already well underway in the area of economic, social, and cultural rights.

Haitian NGOs concerned with this issue, meeting under the umbrella of the Coalition of

Alternative Development Associations (PAPDA), have chosen to contextualize the theme of

economic integration by networking with counterpart organizations in the sub-region. Thus, from

August 20 to 24, 2003, PAPDA hosted the Third Assembly of Caribbean People (ACP) in Cap-

Haïtien, which brought together several hundred civil society representatives from 21 countries.78

The ACP’s flagship campaigns focus on the abolition of the public debt and its opposition to the

FTAA. This movement follows the logic of the World Social Forum and, accordingly, plans to

hold a Caribbean Social Forum in 2004. The theme of the forum is to be  “slavery and

restitution,” which it is hoped those attending will appropriate in order to reclaim these issues

from partisan manipulation.

                                                  

78 Representatives from France, the United Kingdom, Canada, Brazil and the United States also attended.



CONCLUSION

With tensions heightening between Mr. Aristide’s supporters and his opponents, with the wave of

resignations from his cabinet and with elections nowhere in sight despite the imminent expiry of

the mandates for hundreds of parliamentarians and local officials, it is clear that the new year will

be a pivotal one for Haiti.

The international community, and particularly the OAS member countries, have clearly signaled

their desire to see Mr. Aristide bring the OPs to heel and put an end to their terror tactics and

interference in the work of the PNH. Implicit in this demand for action is the fact delaying tactics

will no longer be tolerated - a commitment to prompt elections is non-negotiable. In a show of its

willingness to support the Haitian government’s efforts in this regard, the OAS has agreed to

furnish its Special Mission with additional financial resources. With his back to the wall, Mr.

Aristide must make concessions if he wants to keep the country from sliding into chaos.

Reciprocally, the Convergence Démocratique must call on its supporters to act with moderation

and consider the merits of any government compromise proposals in good faith.

Simply holding elections that met the international community’s conditions of transparency is not

an elixir indicating the struggle for democracy in Haiti has been won. Equally essential

components of democracy are full respect for human rights, including economic, social, and

cultural rights, judicial independence, and governmental transparency. The international

community must ensure that these issues remain visible.

The Special Mission will undoubtedly be in a position to support the various Haitian political

actors more effectively if it expands its operations. However, regardless of what form it takes, the

“new” Special Mission cannot stand in for the Haitian state any more than the “old” one did. Its

role is to offer advice, not to single-handedly pull Haiti out of its current morass. In that effort, it

can and should intercede with Haitian political stakeholders with a view to striking a compromise

that can give renewed impetus to the democratic transition.

International donor agencies, for their part, have not been successful in adapting to the volatility

of the situation. The impact of available aid could have been optimized if the donors had set up

an effective coordination mechanism sensitive to Haitians’ needs. There is a need for trustworthy
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control mechanisms to guarantee that aid is effectively delivered to the desired beneficiaries. If

government corruption and a lack of political will continue to make tangible results of large-scale

bilateral programs improbable, these funds should be redirected toward forces favourable to

authentic democratic change. In this regard, it is worth supporting civic groups that advance the

cause of women’s rights through the creation of coalitions and discussion forums including

concerned public servants.

In view of these considerations, it is indispensable for Canada to pursue its support for civil

society and to convince the international donor community to do the same. Because of its

favourable image among Haitian social actors and its long tradition of co-operation, Canada can

provide the leadership necessary to restoring dialogue on two fronts: among donor agencies with

a view to improving their coordination and impact; and between the Haitian government and its

constituents.

Recommendations

In view of the foregoing, Rights & Democracy recommends that the Government of Canada:

• call on the Government of Haiti to fulfil its obligations under OAS Permanent Council

Resolutions 806 and 822 without delay, and more specifically, that it:

- dismantle and disarm the irregular armed forces operating in Haiti;

- identify, try, and punish the perpetrators of politically-motivated crimes against

human rights advocates and journalists;

- respect the non-partisan nature of the Haitian National Police Force (PNH) and the

judicial system and that it allow them to perform their duties without interference;

• exhort the Government of Haiti to fulfill its international obligations in terms of respect

for and promotion of human rights;

• lobby the Government of Haiti to pass an enabling act for the OPC and allocate to it a

sufficiently large autonomous budget to enable it to carry out its duties without delay;
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• modify its policy of cooperation with Haiti as applicable to provide more substantial

support for efforts aiming to resolve the structural crisis, and more specifically, that it:

- ensure that the Canadian justice support program helps to resolve ongoing

investigations into politically-motivated crimes;

- promote and support the implementation of civic education programs designed to

instil a culture of peace and peaceful conflict resolution;

- invite international donor bodies to coordination meetings with a view to

enhancing the combined impact of aid to Haiti in close cooperation with the

Haitian government;

• support any initiative likely to contribute to the advancement of a culture of full respect

for human rights, and more specifically, that it:

- support the proposal of UNCHR independent expert Louis Joinet for the creation

of an office of the HCHR in Haiti as well as a human rights observatory that

would operate under its auspices;

- exhort thematic mechanisms such as the Special Representative of the Secretary-

General on Human Rights Defenders to take a deeper interest in the situation in

Haiti and conduct an in loco visit.
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Haitian NGOs

Suzy Castor, Centre de recherche sociale et économique (CRESFED)

• Faustin Pierre, Karl-Lévesque Centre

• Yolene Gilles and Céleste Larose, National Coalition for Haitian Rights (NCHR)

• Jan Henssens, Commission épiscopale nationale Justice et Paix

• Jean-Claude Bajeux and Sylvie Bajeux, Centre Œcuménique des droits humains (CŒDH)

• Colette Lespinasse, Groupe d’appui aux réfugiés et rapatriés (GARR)

• Marc-Arthur Fils-Aimé and Elifaite St-Pierre, Institut culturel Karl Lévesque (ICKL)

• Yolette Jeanty and Magali Marcelin, Kay Famn

• Joseph Maxime Rony, Plate-forme des organisations haïtiennes des droits de l’homme

(POHDH)

• Jacques Roche and Camille Chalmers, Plate-forme pour un développement alternatif

(PAPDA)

• Freud Jean, Programme pour une alternative de justice (PAJ)

• Joseph Georges and Sony Esteus, Sosyete Animasyon Kominikasyon Sosyal (SAKS)

International NGOs

• Guypsy Michel, CECI-Haïti

• Xavier Simon, Médecins du Monde-France
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International Organizations

OAS Special Mission

• Denis Racicot, coordinator of justice section

• Henry Monroy, justice specialist

• Anne Fuller, human rights specialist

• Lizbeth Cullity, politics and electoral affairs specialist

UNDP-Haiti

• Maria de los Angeles Loayza, technical advisor to Justice Project

Government Entities

Government of the Republic of Haiti

• Necker Dessables, Office du Protecteur du Citoyen

Government of Canada

• Yves Pétillon, Chief of Canadian Cooperation, Canadian Embassy in Haiti

• Philippe Vixamar and Dilia Lemaire, Fonds d’Appui à la Justice et aux Droits Humains,

CPSU

• Kathy Mangonès, Fonds Kore Famn, CPSU


